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UK value/income bias delivers performance in uncertain times 
 

 Value bias has made UK equities more attractive recently 

 Within UK equities, strategies with an income-bias has outperformed 

 “Smart-Beta” means a rules-based approach for constructing an index 

 

Value/Income bias for inflation protection 

In our 2022 outlook, we explained why inflation will remain hotter for longer and will settle above 

pre-pandemic levels.  Within equities, we outlined our rationale for being overweight Value-factor 

equities with an Income bias to shorten equity duration.  This built on our May 2021 view on UK 

equity income providing a helpful inflation hedge. 

The rapidity and severity of market movements against the prospect of faster-than-expected 

inflation and greater-than-expected interest rate tightening have only served to reinforce these 

views, as reflected by performance. 

Whereas world equities have struggled year to date, UK equities have been a relative bright spot.  

Within UK equity index exposures, indices that focus on dividends (with an inherent value bias), 

over size (market cap) have delivered best results. 

Our Smart-Beta UK Dividend Index [ticker ELSUKI Index] has delivered positive returns YTD ahead 

of more mainstream UK equity indices, driving the absolute and relative returns of the VT Munro 

Smart-Beta UK Fund, which is benchmarked to this index1. 

In low dispersion markets, where markets move tightly in the same direction, asset selection across 

equity markets, and security selection within equity markets makes little overall difference.  Rising 

tides can float all boats. 

In high dispersion markets (like the start to 2022), where markets move widely in different 

directions, asset selection across equity markets, and security selection within equity markets 

makes a material difference. 

That dispersion is on show year-to-date as illustrated in Fig.1., below. 

  

                                                           
1 Note & Commercial Interest Disclosure: Elston Indices is the benchmark administrator for the Freedom 

Smart-Beta UK Dividend Index, to be renamed the Elston Smart-Beta UK Dividend Index with effect from 1st 

March 2022.  The VT Munro Smart-Beta UK Fund is benchmarked to this index. 

 

https://www.elstonsolutions.co.uk/insights/2022-outlook-key-themes
https://www.elstonsolutions.co.uk/insights/equities-with-value-bias-and-dividend-growth-provide-inflation-hedge
https://www.elstonsolutions.co.uk/insights/equities-with-value-bias-and-dividend-growth-provide-inflation-hedge
https://www.elstonsolutions.co.uk/uploads/1/0/8/1/108104683/elsuki_overview.pdf
https://www.valu-trac.com/administration-services/clients/munro/
https://www.valu-trac.com/administration-services/clients/munro/
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Fig.1. Dispersion to the fore! 

 

 Poor performers this year: the rotation from growth to value means that funds tracking 

world equity markets are down -6.8% and funds tracking UK small caps are down -9.3% 

YTD in GBP terms. 

 Strong performers this year: the UK has been a bright spot within equity markets owing to 

its value bias.  Funds tracking FTSE All Share +0.6%, the FTSE 100 are +2.5%, whilst the 

fund tracking our Smart-Beta UK Dividend Index are +7.0% YTD in GBP terms. 

When looking at longer-term performance, the contribution to dividends to total returns is 

material.  For example, looking at the VT Munro Smart-Beta UK Fund as an example, 

approximately 44% of Total Returns are explained by reinvested income. 

Fig.2. The power of reinvested income  
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What kind of companies are in the index 

Our Smart-Beta UK Dividend Index’s top holdings represent the largest dividend payers by 

quantum.  Which tends to bring in a de facto bias towards Value-style companies, which are 

typically beneficiaries of rising inflation (energy, materials sectors) and rising interest rates 

(financial sectors). 

Fig.3. Top 10 holdings compared 

 

This is a function of the index construction methodology, that is anchored in the traditional value-

based investment approach that dividends underpin equity returns.  We explore the details of this 

methodology below. 

Index rules drive performance outcomes 

There’s no such thing as passive.  Everything around portfolio construction and implementation 

requires active choices. 

When creating an equity allocation, the decision as whether, and to what extent, to include a UK 

home-equity bias is an active choice.  Whilst a global-bias has delivered better results since the 

financial crisis (and the rise of tech), this quarter, the defensive tech-free nature of UK equities has 

delivered far better results for investors. 

To implement a UK equity allocation using index funds (including index-tracking ETFs) also 

requires an active choice.  Should you select an index funds that holds the largest 100 companies, 

all listed companies, small cap companies or something that uses something a bit different? 

For the something a bit different, enter “Smart Beta”.  Beta is just the fancy Greek term for index 

investing.  A fund with a Beta of 1 to its index, moves in line with its index. 

Traditional Beta refers to market capitalisation weighted indices which is the most common form 

of weighting securities within an index.  The advantage of this approach is that it’s widespread and 
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familiar.  The disadvantage of this approach is that it is pro-cyclical – the big get bigger within an 

index, until they don’t.  In fact, most of the criticisms levelled at “passive” investing, are actually 

directed at traditional capitalisation-weighted indices. 

So-called “Smart” Beta refers to any alternative (non-market-capitalisation) weighting scheme to 

create an index.  For example, an equal weighted approach, a minimum volatility approach, a 

style-factor overlay, or a dividend-weighted approach.  These are all different ways of constructing 

indices to isolate or emphasise particular characteristics that investors may want exposure to. 

In the case of our Smart-Beta UK Dividend Index, the methodology is to weight companies by 

their forward-looking dividend contribution to aggregate UK dividends.  The bigger the dividends 

paid in absolute terms, and therefore as a proportion of overall dividends, the bigger the 

weighting of that security in the index.  By being forward-looking, and rebalancing monthly, it 

means that if analysts upgrade their dividend forecasts for a company, its weight in the index will 

also increase, other things being equal.  In this way, changes in a company’s prospects owing to 

information today (for example a rise in oil or commodity prices) are captured pre-emptively, 

rather than after the results. 

Summary 

Benjamin Graham was seen as the “father of value investing”.  In his book, The Intelligent Investor, 

he outlines the importance of dividends to underpin equity returns.  In a market environment 

where so much is uncertain, the underpin of robust and growing dividends provide an anchor to 

share price valuations.  The nearer-term, more certain nature of those dividends also makes a 

company’s share price less inversely sensitive to increases in interest rates: a concept known as 

“shorter equity duration”.  This makes this type of equity strategy an appropriate part of the 

solutions matrix when adapting portfolios for inflation. 

 

Henry Cobbe, CFA 

Head of Research, Elston Consulting 

  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Intelligent-Investor-Definitive-Investing-Practical/dp/0060555661
https://www.elstonsolutions.co.uk/insights/adapting-portfolios-for-inflation
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Find out more 

For more insights and information on research, portfolios and indices, visit: 

www.elstonsolutions.co.uk or NH ETF<Go> 

www.elstonsolutions.co.uk  

ABOUT ELSTON 

We research, design and build investment solutions with and for asset owners, managers 

and advisers. 

Our Research & CPD focuses on multi-asset strategies, index funds and ETFs. 

 

NOTICES 

With reference to the European Union Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in financial instruments (“MiFID II”): this Report 

does not provide a recommendation for an action, provides information freely available for public consumption and does 

not therefore constitute “Research” as defined by MiFID II.  This is because this report contains purely factual information 

on one or several financial instruments or issuers and does not explicitly or implicitly recommend or suggest an investment 

strategy.  It does not therefore constitute an investment recommendation as defined within the meaning of Article 3(1)(35) 

of EU Markets Abuse Regulation (“MAR”), in conjunction with Article 3(1)(34) of MAR.  For further information, please refer 

to ESMA guidance ESMA70-145-111 Version 12. 

With reference to the European Union's Market Abuse Regulation (Regulation (EU) 596/2014): we warrant that the 

information in this report is presented objectively, and the following commercial interests are hereby disclosed: Elston 

Consulting Limited creates research portfolios and administers indices that may or may not be referenced in this report.  

If referenced, this is clearly designated and is to raise awareness and provide purely factual information as regards these 

portfolios and/or indices. 

An “Index” is a Regulated Benchmark.  An “Index Portfolio” is not a regulated benchmark but a research portfolio of index-

tracking investments with a periodic rebalancing scheme. 

All company, product and service names and trademarks used in this article are for identification purposes only and are 

the property of their respective owners, and their usage does not imply endorsement. 

This document is not an advertisement or financial promotion. It is provided for informational purposes only and is not 

intended to be an offer or solicitation, or the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or other instrument, 

or for Elston Consulting Limited to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information 

contained herein. 

This document is issued by Elston Consulting Limited registered in England & Wales, registration number 07125478, 

registered office: 1 King William Street, London EC4N 7AF. 

© Elston Consulting Limited.  All rights reserved   No unauthorised reproduction.  
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